**WIDEX BTE COLOR OPTIONS**

**FUSION**

CLEAR 440/330/220
C4-F, C3-F, C2-F

Neutral

- Winter Silver
- Warm Beige
- Summer Gold
- Copper Brown
- Cappuccino Brown
- Midnight Black
- Tan Silk
- Metallic Blue

Bottom colors are available in Grey, White or Brown.

**PASSION**

CLEAR 440/330/220
PA/SATION 440/330/220/115/110/105
C4-PA, C3-PA, C2-PA, PA-440, PA-330, PA-115, PA-110, PA-105

Middle
- Midnight Black
- Titan Grey
- Winter Silver
- Pearl White
- Mediterranean Turquoise
- Lime Green
- Shocking Pink
- Sporty Red
- Warm Beige
- Summer Gold
- Copper Brown
- Cappuccino Brown
- Tan Silk
- Metallic Blue

Bottom colors are available in Grey or White. PA440, PA115, PA110 and PA105 are not available in Tan Silk and Metallic Blue.

**M-SERIES**

CLEAR 440/330/220
MINI 440/330/220
C4-m, C3-m, C2-m, M4-m, M5-m, M2-m

Brown Bottom
- Warm Beige
- Tan Silk
- Cappuccino Brown

Grey Bottom
- Winter Silver
- Titan Grey
- Jet Black

White Bottom
- Burnt Orange
- Pearl Blue
- Pearl Pink

Pearl Pink and Pearl Blue come standard with tamper-resistant doors. Non-Tamper white battery doors are available for Pearl Pink and Pearl Blue. Burnt Orange is only available in the M4-m model. M2-m, C4-m, C3-m and C2-m are not available in Pearl Blue and Pearl Pink.

**9 MODEL**

CLEAR 440/330/220
MINI 440/330/220
M4-9, M5-9, M2-9

Neutral
- Winter Silver
- Jet Black
- Tan Silk
- Cappuccino Brown
- Warm Beige
- Titan Grey
- Brown
- Midnight Black

Translucent
- Red
- Blue
- Green
- Lilac
- Yellow
- Clear
- Black

Bright
- Pearl White
- Shocking Pink
- Sporty Red
- Lime Green
- Mediterranean Turquoise

Bright colors (Pearl White, Shocking Pink, Sporty Red, Lime Green, Mediterranean Turquoise) are available only in MIND 9 models with Volume Control. Midnight Black is only available in CLEAR models.
Bright colors (Pearl White, Shocking Pink, Sporty Red, Lime Green, Mediterranean Turquoise) are available only on MIND440, MIND330 and MIND220 19 with Volume Control.

Flash Micro - Light Grey Bottom. The RE-m case colors are only available in Warm Beige (with Brown Bottom) and Dark Grey (with Dark Grey Bottom).

Neutral colors are shown in the 9 case. Bright colors are shown in the 19 case. RE-19 is available with a Brown mic grid. Bright colors (Pearl White, Shocking Pink, Sporty Red, Lime Green, Mediterranean Turquoise) are not available on the RE-9 without Volume Control.

P-38 is not available in Lilac.